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RITUALS FOR CONFIDENCE 
WORKSHEET
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Planning is not just for your content, product launches, or social media 
schedule. 

Use this worksheet to plan powerful rituals to help you boost and 
increase your confidence. 
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Reframe negative or neutral self-talk to positive and 
powerful self-talk 

What phrases from the past do you beat yourself up with? 

How can you re-frame each phrase to cancel your old belief and 
transform it into a powerful new version? 

What we say to ourselves – even unconsciously – can sabotage self- 
confidence. So, you need to banish those voices from the past, i.e., stories 
you created based on your experience, circumstances, or external places 
or people you learned from. 

You can transform doubt into confidence through the power of words. 

Take your top confidence-bleeding self-talk phrases and stories and give 
them a positive makeover. 

Put your new phrases and stories into practice. 

Every time you catch yourself thinking the old, sabotaging phrase or 
story, consciously say your new one (aloud. Phrases spoken aloud in a 
firm voice lift energy even more quickly). 
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Example

Old energy-draining belief New, energizing belief 

I fail at everything I do. I’m 
hopeless 

I love that I’m brave and willing 
to learn and challenge myself. 
I never give up!

Old energy-draining belief New, energizing belief 

Old energy-draining belief New, energizing belief 

Old energy-draining belief New, energizing belief 
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Old energy-draining belief New, energizing belief 

Old energy-draining belief New, energizing belief 

Old energy-draining belief New, energizing belief 

Old energy-draining belief New, energizing belief 
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Energized 

What makes you feel 

Attractive 
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What one self-care item or action could you add to your everyday 
life to honor what you have identified in question # 2? 

** Self-care isn'tjust about beauty or wellness rituals or actions. 
See-care is about caring for yourself. 

To reinforce feeling more... I commit to...

Happy

Energized 

Attractive
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Each action can be as small or dramatic as you choose. And it can be something 
you add daily or taking bigger action to release the old. Make it a habit. 

The point is to make a change that improves your well-being and confidence. 

To reinforce feeling more... I commit to...

Confident 

Motivated

Focused
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To reinforce feeling more focused, I commit to making a simple plan 
with 3 actions that move the needle toward finishing what I intend to 
create (a project, weekly blogging or live streaming, prepare for a 
launch, etc.) 
To reinforce feeling more energized, I commit to going for a twenty- 
minute walk every morning.
To feel more confident in going LIVE, I will repeat my affirmation 
_______ (exp. "I love connecting with the people in my group.") and go 
LIVE in my group for 5 to 10 min every day for 2 weeks.

A few examples...

Add as many of the following into your daily routine as you 
feel you need

Frame and hang up any certificates or professional accreditations 
you’ve earned.

Smile before talking to others – even on the telephone, especially if 
it’s a call you anticipate will be difficult or unpleasant. 

Create a vision board centered around your life, dreams, and goals. 

If you think you’re not enough of an expert, although you are committed 
to educating yourself and growing, display all your awards in your home 
office (including ones that your children or friends gave you). Add 
gratitude notes and feedback from your clients. Look at them daily, and 
remind yourself you earned these. 

The physical act of smiling helps reset your emotions and calm your 
nerves – even if you think it’s not working. And the more you do this, the 
better it works. 

And don’t just create it: Hang it up where you can see it and consciously 
look at it and envision yourself there every day. Don’t forget to take the 
actions that will take you there.
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Cancel words and phrases that weaken your confidence and 
message in your writing and everyday conversation. 

Use affirmations that stir positive emotions. Emotions that assist 
you in creating what you want. 

Take inventory of your past. 

Practice daily self-care. 

Eat healthy, fresh foods 
Drink plenty of water 
Create an exercise routine 
Take time to meditate or be silent 
Practice gratitude 
Do something fun every day 
Allow yourself pampering activities such as a manicure, hair 
appointment, massage, or Reiki session. 

Listen for and identify phrases and stories you (unconsciously) use that 
knock your energy down or make you sound unsure. Then consciously 
reframe and eliminate them. 

Don’t try to use affirmations you don’t believe in or aren’t ready to 
embrace unless you are doing this as an exercise in reframing. (It may 
take a while to change your mindset through repetition, but it’s possible. 
For everyday confidence-boosting, though, use an affirmation that 
excites and inspires you.) 

Look at everything you’ve done. WRITE DOWN what you are most proud 
of – no matter how ‘small.’ (We tend to underestimate actions that are 
easy for us that others prize and appreciate.) Try journaling. 

Nothing will boost your confidence faster than allowing yourself routines 
that support you. 

Summarize what you decided on in these exercises and take small 
actions daily. Embrace the process and be always kind to yourself.
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